
Frequently asked questions 

Heatmaster Garden oven 

The Oven 
 

 

Q1) How much does it weigh? 

 

The complete oven weighs 220kg however this can be broken down into smaller components 

- bricks, oven and stand. 

 

Q2) Is the Heatmaster oven available in different sizes?  

 

No, the oven comes in one size only  

 

Q3) What can I cook in the Heatmaster oven?  

 

The oven has been designed so the smoke does not travel through the cooking area which 

means whatever you can cook in a conventional over you can cook in the Heatmaster Garden 

Oven (with practise). 

 

Q4) How long will it take to get hot?  

 

This also takes practise; times will vary with different wood types, but approximately 25-

45mins should see the oven ready for cooking. Once heated, the bricks help to retain the heat 

allowing you to cook for extended periods. 

 

Q5) Can I buy the oven without the stand?  

 

While it is possible to mount the oven on a separate base, the base is included with the kit and 

the must be purchased with the oven. 

 

 

 

Frequently asked questions 

Heatmaster Garden oven  

Installation 
 

Q1) How many people does it take to install?  

 

It will take two strong people to position and assemble the unit.  

 

Q2) Do I need power or gas to the oven? 



 

No, the oven is wood fired and does not require gas or electricity.   

 

 

Q3) Do I need to mortar the bricks in place?  

 

No, the design of the oven allows the bricks to be held in position by their own weight. 

 

Q4) how many fires do I need to have before cooking in the oven. 

 

At least one long, hot fire so the paint can cure to the surface of the oven.   

 

Q5) Can the oven get wet? 

 

We would recommend you protect your oven from the weather by using a Garden oven 

cover.  

 

Q6) is there any maintenance require? 

 

The oven will experience vastly different temperatures and therefore you may need to give 

the oven a light sand and a repaint at the end of the season.   

  

 

 

 


